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#CitationRiskManagement

#CitationPollution

#TrustInScholarlyPublishing

#CitationContamination

DO YOU TRUST YOUR SCHOLARLY SOURCES?
The scholarly reputation of thousands of academics and institutions are at risk
because of questionable publication practices. Our services allow you to check
your references, providing insight into potential questionable citations.

THE PROBLEM

THE URGENCY

Predatory or deceptive scholarly publishing is an
illegitimate open access business model where authors
are “conned” into publishing their work in misleading,
false, or so-called predatory journals.

There has been an alarming rise in the number of
questionable publishers capitalising on
unscrupulous business opportunities. It is estimated
that there are already more than 37 500 predatory
journals, which expose scholars to irrevocable
reputational damage.

These questionable scientific practices invalidate
scholarly outputs. It is an intricate and multifaceted
problem that has an adverse impact on all stakeholders
in the scholarly landscape, particularly in the "blurring" of
the boundaries between low-quality and predatory
journals.

Scientific peer-review is in need of tools to better
differentiate between high risk and trustworthy
citations.

FIDELIOR™

ENHANCING TRUST IN SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING

THE METADATABASE SERVICE

Fidelior™ is a digital service that tackles the growing
problem of predatory journals and questionable
publishing.
Fidelior™'s tools report on questionable and
reputable journals included in submitted references.

Visit our resources page for guidance and demo videos www.fidelior.com/resources/

www.fidelior.com
@Fidelior

Fidelior™’s propriety Metadatabase facilitates
access to over 300,000 records and 91,000+ journal
titles matched to a unique variety of journal sources,
which include citation indices, national &
international accreditation lists, disciplinary journal
lists and predatory journal blacklists.

CITATION POLLUTION

Citations to articles in questionable journals, is a
major consequence of predatory or deceptive
publishing. A particular concern of citation
pollution is how questionable science is
infiltrating legitimate publications, citation
indices, and journal lists.
Questionable publications can misdirect future
research, and damage professional disciplines
and scholarly reputations.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Currently, scholarly support services do not allow
us to automatically and adequately differentiate
between questionable and trustworthy citations.
Therefore, many authors unknowingly participate
in citation pollution.

WHAT FIDELIOR™ CAN DO?

WHY USE FIDELIOR™?

Fidelior™ automates and simplifies the
process of assessing research for the
presence of questionable publications
and citation pollution.

Identify low-quality or suspicious journals.
Find good publication outlets & sources.
Review lists of references.
Pinpoint mistakes on journal lists.
Identify non-listed journal titles.

SEARCH JOURNAL TITLES
The Journal Search Tool offers basic
functionality to search and browse the
Fidelior™ Metadatabase.
A user can search according to a Journal
Title or ISSN.

UPLOAD MANUSCRIPTS
The Citation Report Tool automates the
current manual process of checking
references across multiple recognised
journal sources.
The tool simplifies the process of reviewing
lists of references.
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QUESTIONABLE SCIENCE
THE DRIVING FORCES
A competitive publication-driven academic career
A publish-or-perish publication culture
Open-access publishing - a potential breeding ground for unscrupulous practices
Lack of awareness regarding the problem
Reckless use of questionable journals
Controversy about mitigation strategies

SECONDARY RISKS
Academic careers are built on questionable research
Scholarly recognition is based on articles published in questionable outlets
Predatory journals can inflate a researcher’s citation metrics
Accreditation bodies are deceived
Questionable science can damage standing and ranking of institutions
Questionable science can distort public discourse
Questionable journal can hurt scientific disciplines
Questionable science can lead to the wastage of funding and resources

COVERING THE JOURNAL QUALITY CONTINUUM
Fidelior™‘s Metadatabase is matched to approved or accredited country and organisation lists, vetted and
ranked disciplinary journal lists, citation databases, and lists of questionable titles such as predatory journal
“blacklists” – currently a total of 37 journal sources.

Multiple journal lists with complete journal metadata will give a broader and more complete
understanding of a journal’s quality and risk.
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THE FIDELIOR™ REPORT

A Fidelior™ report starts with a visual
summary of green/orange flags, and a
number of matches for each journal
source represented in the report.

The report flags questionable and
reputable journal titles, helping the user
carry out a due diligence assessment.

Proof of quality is drawn from
inconsistencies and/or agreement
between a diversity of journal sources
and their inclusion criteria.

Orange lists categorise any list of journal
titles that are identified as possibly
questionable. It also includes recategorised, discontinued or removed
titles, as indicated by the compilers of the
various journal sources.

www.fidelior.com
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Green lists categorise reputable journals
lists vetted by organisations, countries, or
discipline-specific bodies.

A report with only green flags is a strong
indication of excellence.
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WHO WE ARE?
Fidelior™ is one of the trading platforms for Iontaofa
Intelligence Ltd, a company registered in Ireland and
supported by a team of over 12 experts from Belgium,
Ireland, South Africa and the UK.

FOR CLUSTERS

FOR EDUCATION

For Clusters pricing is tailored for small
organisations or institutional sub-units (e.g.,
departments) with low numbers of users (typically
less than 100 users) and high report usage.

For Education pricing is tailored for universities
and education institutions, with large numbers
of users and high report usage.
Special discounts, based on the United Nations' HDI, apply
to educational institutions.

PRICING OPTIONS
Our pricing caters for individual
users, small and large education
institutions, and corporate
publishers.

For more on pricing go to:
https://fidelior.com/pricing/

GET IN TOUCH
Website: www.fidelior.com
Email: info@fidelior.net
For an overview & demo of Fidelior™’s core services
go to https://fidelior.com/resources-videos/

Address:
Iontaofa Intelligence Ltd.,
5 West Mainstreet, Cahersiveen
V23W863, Co. Kerry, Ireland.

www.fidelior.com

Or contact us right here:
https://fidelior.com/contact-us/
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